The lack of access to electricity in developing countries necessitates spatial electricity planning for guiding sustainable electrification projects that evaluate the costs of centralized systems vis-a-vis decentralized systems. Heuristic approaches have been widely used in such electrification problems to find feasible, cost effective solutions; however, most of the time global optimality of these solutions is not guaranteed. Our paper through its modeling approach provides a new methodology to find the least cost solution to this electrification problem. We model the spatial network planning problem as Prize Collecting Steiner Tree problem, which would be a base for a decision support tool for rural electrification. This new method is systematically assessed using both randomly generated data and real data from rural regions across Sub-Saharan Africa. Comparative results for the proposed approach and a widely used heuristic method are presented based on computational experiments.
Introduction
The International Energy Agency estimated that nearly 1.1 billion people do not have access to electricity in 2017 and a majority of those are in Sub-Saharan African countries [1] . In this region, electricity coverage is estimated to be approximately 30%, where some countries such as Chad, Liberia, and Sudan had less than 10% electricity penetration rate in 2014 [2] . However, developments in health, education, environmental sustainability, and agriculture depend on the electricity coverage [3] . Therefore, lack of access to electricity is a fundamental problem to be solved, which requires spatial electricity planning projects that evaluate the costs of centralized approaches vis-a-vis decentralized approaches in these countries.
In centralized systems, electricity is produced at large scale facilities and distributed to the users through a transmission and distribution network. These systems require large amount of infrastructural investments and generally utilize fossil fuels [4] . On the other hand, the emissions arising from the usage of fossil fuels are the main reason behind the global warming and various health problems. Moreover, dependence on fossil fuels is ultimately unsustainable and leads to issues of energy security. These facts explain why decentralized energy systems are becoming increasingly important for effective electrification of underdeveloped world. Unlike centralized energy systems, decentralized energy systems are more commonly running with renewable energy sources such as solar, wind and geothermal power. These systems are especially appropriate for isolated rural communities since they can be sized at various scales. Moreover, decentralized systems can be designed either as off-grid (standalone systems) or gridconnected systems [5] . Stand-alone decentralized systems are suitable for remote locations where the grid cannot penetrate; however, they have some drawbacks such as low capacity factor (due to intermittency of solar/wind), high battery costs and finite capacity to store electricity. On the other hand, at grid-connected decentralized systems, connectivity to the grid enables setting up relatively large-scale systems such as regional or national scale and hence, they can operate at high load factors improving the economic viability of the operation. Grid connectivity also helps reduce the intermittency of renewable sources since geographic aggregation can smooth the variability of different renewable sources.
Although energy leapfrogging, a concept that implies skipping fossil fuel based centralized systems and moving directly to cleaner and more efficient decentralized systems, has been also widely discussed in the literature for the long-term solutions of rural electrification process [6e8] , an extensive number of studies focusing on rural electricity planning incorporating both centralized and decentralized systems can be found in the literature. A model based analysis of global rural electrification scenarios that assesses future trends in electrification has been provided in Ref. [9] and it has been stated that for Sub-Saharan African countries, the potential in mini-grid and off-grid technologies is expected to be high since the grid electrification will have high infrastructural costs due to low population densities in rural areas. A geospatial analysis has been performed in Ref. [10] to examine the cost tradeoffs between grid and off-grid electrification options in areas with different settlement patterns. In Refs. [11, 12] , it has been shown that the grid extension and off-grid electrification complement each other. One example of this result is obtained for Kenya by comparing grid extension with stand-alone photovoltaic systems [13] .
The main goal of the studies focusing on the evaluation of grid and off-grid systems is to consider alternative options based on factors such as demographic conditions, investment costs, geographic features of the regions or the greenhouse gas emissions and to find the least cost scenario. Considering all these parameters and using large data sets make these optimization problems difficult to solve and leads the researches to alternative heuristic approaches. A hierarchical lexicographic programming based algorithm for politico-economics of electricity planning using a case study of unelectrified communities in Ghana has been used in Ref. [14] . Minimum spanning tree (MST) problem has been widely adopted for the grid expansion planning in similar problems [15] . In the minimum spanning tree problem, the aim is to connect all nodes in a set in a way to minimize the total cost of connections. Variations of the well-known MST algorithms have been also developed to incorporate the isolated nodes that would be electrified with a decentralized system into the decision making process [16, 17] . While evaluating the cost of grid connected and isolated systems, spatial distribution of the demand nodes are very important. Zvoleff and Kocaman [18] and Kocaman et al. [19] have developed heuristic approaches that evaluate the impact of settlement patterns in local level (demand nodes like home, school etc.) while calculating the cost of single and two-level distribution networks, respectively.
Another heuristic based approach has been proposed in Ref. [20] for guiding the electrification projects of the regions with low electricity coverage. This approach has been updated to be used also for the regions that do not have any existing electricity coverage and used as the basis of a decision support mechanism to explore grid and off-grid electrification options in rural communities. This open-source mechanism is called Network Planner and can be reached online [21] . This mechanism is capable of testing different scenarios, demonstrating performance comparisons and maps. Network Planner has been used in national electrification studies of countries such as Senegal [22] and Ghana [23] . The underlying solution approach in Network Planner is an adaptive and fast heuristic approach that can provide solutions in a short amount of time; however, its optimality performance (i.e. the closeness of the results to the optimal solution) is unknown. Heuristic approaches can find quick solutions to large problems, yet they do not provide any guarantee on the solution quality. Solution approaches that guarantee a solution quality either find the best solution of the problem or provide an optimality gap, a measure on the closeness to optimality. However, solution times of these approaches are usually longer compared to the heuristic ones. Therefore, there is a trade-off between the solution quality and the solution time.
Considering the large investment requirements of the electrification projects, it is very important to know the quality as much as the solution time of the approaches to be able to use them as a decision support tool. In this direction, Abdul-Salam et al. [24] presented a non-linear discrete modeling approach for solving the problem proposed in Ref. [20] optimally; however, they could obtain solutions only for small instances of the problem (maximum 40 nodes). In this study, we approach to this problem as a Prize Collecting Steiner Tree problem for the first time in the literature and propose a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model that can be solved with the existing MILP solvers for larger instances. Existing state-of-the-art algorithms specifically developed for the PCST problem can also be used to quickly solve the real life examples [25] . This modeling approach provides a new methodology to find the least cost solution of electricity networks that are designed as a combination of centralized and decentralized options rapidly and optimally.
The outcome of this research is expected to be an important decision support tool for the electrification of the underdeveloped and developing countries, having the potential of contributing to the socio-economic development of these countries. This study is expected to make a significant contribution to the energy literature. It includes both theoretical modeling that can solve an important social problem in the field optimally for large instances and applications with real case studies, for which the data has also been provided [26] .
Problem statement
In this study, we work on a spatial network planning problem that would be a basis for the decision support tools for rural electrification. In this problem, two options will be considered, as shown in Fig. 1 , for the rural communities that may be of varied sizes, such as a country, region, or city. The first option is to design an isolated decentralized system that generates electricity using clean renewable energy sources. The other option is to connect the community to the grid where the electricity is generated in a centralized way and transmitted using transmission lines. Depending on the total electricity demand of the community, estimating the cost of a centralized system is more difficult than of a decentralized option, because it requires considering the spatial distribution of the communities and the optimal placement of the networked infrastructure between them.
Three main cost accounts are considered for the decisionmaking process of rural electrification. The first two of these costs are related to grid option and are referred to as grid internal and grid external costs for the communities. The external costs are for medium or high voltage lines that connect the communities on the network to each other and to a central source. The internal costs consist of the transformers that convert medium voltage to low voltage and the cost of the low voltage lines that provide distribution of the electricity from the transformers to the demand points such as households, hospital, school etc. While gridconnected systems have both internal and external costs, a system that is not connected to the grid, such as an isolated solar or wind power system, will include costs related to electricity generation and storage. This decentralized system can be called an offgrid system. The problem is to provide each community with electricity access in a way that the total cost of the overall system is minimized. This will be achieved either by connecting communities to the grid or by suggesting an isolated decentralized option such as a solar energy system for them.
If the grid internal cost within a community is higher than the cost of an isolated system, then it would never be cost effective for this community to be electrified with the centralized grid option. If the cost of isolated system is higher for a community, the difference between the cost of the isolated system and the grid internal cost determines the amount that this community can afford to be connected to the grid via transmission lines. Our solution approach aims to determine the communities that will have off-grid option, and the network topology between the communities that will be electrified with the grid option, minimizing the cost of the entire system.
Solution approach
The heuristic approach used in Network Planner to solve the problem defined in Section 2 is known as the modified Kruskal's algorithm. In this section, we firstly review the modified Kruskal's algorithm and present our solution approach, which can provide optimal results in a reasonable time.
An existing approach: Modified Kruskal's algorithm
As an input, Network Planner takes the data that are specific to the respective communities such as the cost, population, finance, average distance between houses etc. As a result, it calculates the total cost of the decentralized systems (off-grid) and the cost of the network for the centralized system (grid). Since the cost of the centralized option includes two parts (internal grid cost and external grid cost), selecting the communities which will be connected to the grid is not an easy task. If the cost of the decentralized option is lower than the internal grid cost (cost of low voltage lines) for a community, then it would never be cost-effective for this community to be connected to the grid as the connection to the other grid-connected communities also requires external grid cost. Therefore, this community can be directly assigned to the off-grid option. However, if the internal grid cost is lower than the cost of decentralized option for a community, some external grid cost may be compensated with the difference. If the difference between the cost of the decentralized option and grid internal cost is sufficient for a community to be connected to other communities on the network via medium-voltage lines, then this community can be considered as a grid-compatible node, i.e. this node can be connected to the network. To define the maximum length of medium voltage line that can be afforded by each community, a metric called MVmax is introduced in Ref. [20] as follows:
MVmax ¼ ðCost of decentralized system À Internal grid costÞ =Unit cost of medium voltage ðMVÞ line
The MVmax values calculated for each community are given as inputs to the heuristic approach. In the Network Planner, Kruskal's algorithm [27] , which optimally solves the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) problem, is modified to include the MVmax values into account. In Minimum Spanning Tree problem, there is a given connected graph with positive edge weights and the aim is to find a minimum weight set of edges that connects all of the nodes. Kruskal's algorithm is a famous method, in which as a first step, distances between all points are sorted in an ascending order. The algorithm starts with an empty network and repeats itself by adding the shortest available edge to the network as long as it does not create a cycle. The algorithm stops when all of the points are connected with a tree. In the modified version of Kruskal's algorithm, MVmax criteria is added as an additional constraint. At each iteration, the MVmax of the two points considered to be added to the network is compared with the distance between the two points, and if the MVmax of both points is sufficient to meet the distance, the edge between these points is added to the network. Whenever a new connection is added, the MVmax of the new set, k, containing the connected points i and j is updated as follows:
Please note that at the end of this approach, one might end up with several trees. In that case, largest tree can be considered as the main grid and the small ones can be designed as decentralized systems or, in some cases, as mini-grids. Modified Kruskal (MK)'s algorithm explained above is a very fast solution method that gives practical solutions. However, it is a heuristic method without a proven optimality bound and therefore, its reliability is questionable. Our new solution approach, that is explained in the next section, assures the optimal solution and therefore permits to evaluate the mathematical reliability of MK method.
Proposed approach: Prize Collecting Steiner Tree
In previous sections, the rural electrification problem that aims to minimize the cost of the entire system by combining centralized and decentralized isolated systems is presented and the widely used modified Kruskals' algorithm is explained in details. One of the most important contributions of our study to the literature is to define the mentioned rural electrification problem as a Prize Collecting Steiner Tree problem and provide solutions with known optimality performance.
In the general version of the Prize Collecting Steiner Tree problem, there is a prize to be earned specific to each node if the node is included in the tree. The goal in the problem is to collect the highest prize while reducing the cost of the tree that connects the nodes. In this sense, there is a trade-off in the problem. In the Goemans and Williamson (GW) version of the problem, a penalty is defined instead of a prize for each node [28] . If a node is not included in the tree, the penalty determined for the node should be added to the system cost. Therefore, the problem is to minimize the cost of the tree and the penalty of the ones that are not included in the tree in the GW version. Note that a Steiner tree may contain non-terminal nodes that do not have associated penalty/prize. These nodes are referred to as Steiner points. In our problem, all nodes have non-negative penalties as there is an associated cost of decentralized systems, which will be paid unless the nodes are included in the tree.
In the general formulation of Prize Collecting Steiner Tree Problem, one is given a non-directional graph G ¼ ðV; EÞ, a nonnegative edge cost cðeÞ for each edge e2E, a non-negative node prize/penalty pðvÞ for each node v2V. The Goemans-Williamson version of the PCST problem aims to find a subgraph T 0 ¼ ðV 0 ; E 0 Þ of G, V 0 ⊆V, E 0 ⊆E that minimizes the objective function cðT 0 Þ, which includes the cost of the edges in the tree and the penalty of the nodes not in the tree as follows:
We model the PCST problem using a single commodity flow formulation [29] . The non-negative edge costs correspond to the cost of external grid system and the penalties correspond to the differences between the decentralized system costs and internal grid costs of the communities. Let us denote the index set 1, …,N by N , where N is the number of demand points and define the parameters and the decision variables used in the model as follows:
Parameters:
CoffGrid i : The cost of a decentralized system to be installed at point i2N CgridInternal i : The cost of distribution network within point i2N (internal grid cost) CgridExternal ij : Medium or high voltage line cost between points i2N and j2N Variables:
x i : 1 if point i2N is connected to the network, 0 otherwise s i : 1 if point i2N has a decentralized system, 0 otherwise f ij : flow amount from point i2N to point j2N u ij : 1 if point i2N is connected to point j2N , 0 otherwise v i : 1 if point i2N is selected as the source node, 0 otherwise f i : flow amount coming to point i2N
subject to
u ij x i i; j2N (9)
x i 2f0; 1g i2N (10)
u ij 2f0; 1g i; j2N
In the objective function of the above model, the total cost of the overall system that has three components is minimized. The first component includes the total off-grid costs of the nodes that are not connected to the grid. The second and the third components of the objective function are related to the grid cost. The grid cost has two parts: grid internal costs and the grid external costs. Grid internal cost includes the cost of the low voltage lines that connect demand points such as households, schools, hospitals to the grid. The external grid cost is related to the medium voltage or high voltage lines between the nodes. The objective is minimized subject to the following constraints: Constraint (3) guarantees that each community has either a decentralized system or connection to the grid. Constraints (4)e(9) model the tree structure between the connected nodes. In (4), it is assured that there will be only one source node. Constraint (5) guarantees the flow amount on the source node. The constraint (6) provides the flow balance between two consecutive nodes that will be included in the tree. Constraint (7) guarantees that if an edge between two nodes is not included to the tree, there is no flow between them. The constraint (8) assures that if a node is selected as a source node, it can not be accessed through a predecessor node. The constraint (9) guarantees that if a node is not included in the tree, its outgoing edges cannot also be included in the tree. Constraints (10)e(15) are the domain constraints.
Numerical analysis
The modified Kruskal's algorithm has been widely used in national and local electrification projects for developing and underdeveloped countries to provide feasible results that offer the costeffective balance between decentralized and centralized systems. In this heuristic approach, global optimality is not guaranteed. Our new approach, on the other hand, provides the optimal solution to the same problem. We use these optimal solutions of the PCST formulation as a benchmark to evaluate the performance of modified Kruskal's algorithm, which we refer as MK in the rest of the paper. In this section, the computational experiments required for the comparative analysis of those two approaches are presented.
Firstly, we tested these two solution approaches by using synthetic data and secondly, we made further analysis by the help of real life instances obtained from Network Planner and provided in Ref. [26] . Experiments are performed on a dual core computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4510U CPU @ 2.00 GHz, 2001 Mhz. modified Kruskal's algorithm is implemented in MATLAB R2016a and PCST model is solved by CPLEX Studio IDE 12.6.
Experiments with synthetic data
We created test instances at different sizes to test the PCST approach and compare it with the MK approach. We generated our own sample data rather than using the ones from literature since our problem includes only terminal nodes and the existing data sets that are frequently used in the literature for PCST problems contain both non-terminal and terminal nodes. Both the distance and off-grid costs are generated randomly using uniform distribution. This analysis provides information about mathematical performance of MK. Moreover, experiments demonstrate the computational time required for the PCST approach. In Table 1 , the size of the instances used in the computational experiments can be found in the first column. In the second and third columns, percentages of grid-compatible nodes obtained by MK and PCST methods are presented, respectively. In the following six columns, decentralized system cost, centralized system cost and total cost of both methods are reported. In the following columns, the CPU time requirement of the both approaches and cost difference percentages are provided. Note that some of the instances did not give optimal results in our 3 h time limit when we use PCST method. For these results, the optimality gap reported by CPLEX 12.6 can be found next to the result in the Total Cost column.
Given that PCST approach provides the optimal solution to the problem, results in Table 1 show that MK approach is practical and reliable for electrification projects since the results are close to the optimal solution and CPU times are small even for the large instances. It can also be concluded that PCST formulation can be preferred especially for small sized instances since there is no significant difference in terms of the solution time. It should also be underlined that, in this study we directly solve the model via CPLEX. However, alternative methods that solve PCST problem optimally and in a faster way can be found in the literature [25] .
Experiments with case studies from Network Planner
In this section, we test the performances of the two approaches using the real data obtained from the Network Planner tool. Note that Network Planner is an open source and online platform, in which all the data required such as internal costs of centralized systems, cost of unit MV-line, off-grid, and mini-grid costs, coordinates of each node can be found. We have chosen six instances to make a comparative analysis. Diversity in terms of sizes and geographic features are our main criteria while choosing our instances. The results of the two methods can be found in Table 2 . Similar to Table 1 , the size of the instances used in the computational experiments can be found in the first column. In the second and third columns, percentages of grid-compatible nodes obtained by MK and PCST methods are presented, respectively. In the following six columns, decentralized system cost, centralized system cost and total cost of both methods are reported. In the following columns, the CPU time requirement of the both approaches and cost difference percentages are provided. Note that for some instances, optimal results could not be obtained within our 3 h solution time limit in our computational setting. For these results, the optimality gap reported by CPLEX is indicated under the result in the Total Cost column. Table 2 shows that the optimal solution of the PCST problem for some instances could not be obtained within our 3 h time limit given our computational environment. However, we observe that the results with positive optimality gaps are still better than the result of MK approach except for one instance. In that instance, the MK approach provides 0.04% better result than PCST result with 4.96% optimality gap. The optimal solution of the instances resulted with an optimality gap in our time limit and computational environment can be easily obtained in better computational settings or without a time limit. We observe that MK approach provides a solution for all instances in units of seconds. However, the solution quality of these results are unknown unless we compare these results with the results of PCST approach. On the other hand, PCST approach provides results in units of hours and the solution time highly differs based on grid percentage in the final solution. Since the tree topology between the grid-compatible nodes makes the problem very complicated, the solution time of the model is also affected by the grid-compatible nodes. For example, the optimal result for 94-node instance is not obtained within 3 h time limit, whereas the optimal result for 141-node instance is obtained. As the number of grid-connected nodes is higher in the 94-node hlininstance, the solution process includes more decisions about the connections made between these nodes.
Another interesting results that Tables 1 and 2 show is that MK approach is more conservative in terms of the number of grid connections. To examine the reason behind the potential differences between the solutions in detail, we have chosen an instance and investigated the steps of MK approach iteratively to detect, where in contrast to the PCST solution, the MK chooses the decentralized option. In other words, this analysis aims to explain the behavioral tendencies of MK approach that makes it result with different solutions than PCST. We have worked on 102-node instance to investigate the reasons behind the differences in solutions. The final trees obtained by both methods are different as presented in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 3 , we zoom into the right-bottom corner of the 102-node hlininstance. Remember that MK approach connects two communities only if MVmax values of the both end points of an edge are larger than or equal to the length of the edge. Therefore, it is obvious that MVmax value gets larger when two communities merge and form a cluster. This means that their power for buying more MV lines may grow when they come together with other clusters. However, the Kruskal's algorithm sorts the edges in increasing order of their lengths and tries to connect the shortest edge possible unless that edge creates a cycle. Since in the modified Kruskal's algorithm the edge to be considered for connection is also determined based on the lengths of the edges, the priority is given to the distances before the MVmax values. Therefore, some edges are considered while the MVmax values of the end points of the edge are small and this causes some of the edges not to be included in the tree (although in the optimal solution they might a part of the tree). In this example, the distance between node 1e2 is smaller than 1e4 with values of 1398.8 and 2178.8 m, respectively. However, in Fig. 3 it can be observed that MK approach chooses to connect 1e4 instead of 1e2 because when edge 1e2 was considered, the length of the edge 1e2 was greater than MVmax of node 2. Recalling the fact that MVmax is a metric that is getting larger proportionally to the number of nodes included in the tree, MVmax of node 2 could have been larger if it had made another connection before. Likewise, initially the MVmax of node 4 was 1670, however it reached the value of 3926 by getting connected with nodes 5 and 3 before the algorithm considers its connection with node 1. The distance between node 1e4 is 2179.8 m and it was impossible for node 4 to be connected to 1 if the edge between them is considered before node 4 made other connections.
Sensitivity analysis on distance parameters
We have conducted a sensitivity analysis to observe how results alter with variations of distances (or with different costs for external network). To assess the potential impact of variations on total cost and grid percentage, we created a 100-node test instance and its reduced forms as shown in Fig. 4 . The results of both MK and PCST methods are summarized in Table 3 .
In Table 3 , in the first two columns total costs obtained by MK and PCST approaches are presented. In the following two columns, how much the total costs decrease with respect to distance reduction is presented. The percentage based cost comparison of MK and PCST approaches can be found under the cost difference column. Finally, the grid percentages of the solution trees of both methods are presented in the last two columns. As can be expected, when distances between the communities are reduced (i.e. communities are clustered), the total costs of the final systems decrease and the number of nodes connected to grid increases for both methods as the MVmax values of the communities will be more than the lengths of the higher number of edges. Similar to previous results, MK approach tends to connect less communities to the grid than PCST approach. However, as the clustering of the communities increases, the difference between the solutions of the both approaches reduces. In the 100% grid connection percentage case, both methods are supposed to find a minimum spanning tree between the communities and this tree will be the optimal tree that spans all points. Therefore, it is expected that MK approach will provide solutions close to the optimal result for the cases with high grid connection.
Our results show that PCST model may be used for electricity planning problem for large scaled unelectrified regions including up to 500 nodes given our computational setting. However, the number of nodes is not the only factor that determines the level of computational complexity and CPU time. Costs and the level of dispersion of the communities are some other factors contributing to them. Analyzing the spatial distribution of the communities can give us an idea about how the level of clustering affects the computational complexity.
Conclusion
A balanced combination of decentralized and centralized electrification systems can be considered as the best way for the electrification of developing countries in terms of both cost effectiveness and environmental responsibilities. However, due to computational complexity of the problem, especially for large Fig. 3 . Difference between the tails of two trees obtained by MK and PCST approaches on 102-node instance. Fig. 4. a) Randomly generated 100-node sample (Base Scenario), b) 100-node sample with distances reduced by 75%. scaled instances, solving the problem optimally requires a lot of time. Therefore, heuristic approaches are widely used since they can provide practical solutions in a reasonable amount of time. Yet, most of the time, they do not guarantee global optimality of the solution. In this paper, we focused on the problem introduced by Parshall et al. and the heuristic solution approach called modified Kruskal's algorithm [20] . Alternatively, we presented the Prize Collecting Steiner Tree model of the underlying problem, which yields the optimal solutions to the problem.
Our computational experiments were based on both randomly synthetic and real life instances. In this paper, our aim is to share the patterns and implications observed through our limited number of experiments. The empirical analysis showed that it is possible to find the optimal solution of the least cost planning problem of centralized and decentralized electrification systems within a reasonable time using the PCST approach. Given that infrastructure planning problems are long term and capital intensive problems, most of the time, it is worth the wait to obtain the best solution. On the other hand, we observed that the existing MK approach can quickly provide solutions which are close to the optimal solution.
Finally, recalling the ecological harm caused by traditional electrification methods, cost should not be the only objective to be considered. The new electrification planning policies for developing countries should therefore contribute both to cost-effective sustainable development and to climate change mitigation. Therefore, as a future work developing multi-objective optimization models for this problem would permit taking into account other factors such as carbon emission and health issues. 
